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African Literature

Visit your school library and ask your librarian to help you find stories 
from, or about, Africa.  Choose THREE to read.  

When you are finished, complete the activities below.  

1. Complete a brief book summary for each book you read.

       

               

2. Using these books as a model, write your own story of Africa.  Will you write a folk tale 
or a longer narrative?  Perhaps you’ll write a poem that tells a story.  Include things 
that you have learned about Africa.  Be creative, illustrate your work, and publish it in 
a book form.  Share your story! 

Story Title & Author Genre
Main Idea

Story Title & Author Genre
Main Idea

Story Title & Author Genre
Main Idea
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Movement - The Suez Canal
Using the 5Ws + HOW, collect information about the Suez Canal.  Here are some 
sample questions using the 5Ws.  You may also answer your own questions, or 
collect any other interesting facts you discover.

• What is a canal?     

• Where is the Suez Canal?

• When was the Suez Canal built?  

• Why was the Suez Canal built? 

• Who built the Suez Canal?   

• How much did it cost to build?

After you have collected your facts, think about how you will present them to your class.  
Here are some ideas:

• Present your information as a PowerPoint presentation, with each new slide 
showing your question and the answer you found.  You can attach clip art 
pictures to illustrate your slides.

• Present your information in a newspaper format, with headlines and news 
stories for each of the questions you ask.  Include an illustration or two, along 
with captions, to help communicate your ideas.

• Write a story that tells about your adventure to the Suez Canal.  As you 
tell your story, your descriptions of setting and plot can include facts you 
learned about the canal.  Read your story to your class, and leave a 
published copy for your classmates to read during independent reading 
time.  (Hint:  Your story might be very adventurous and exciting if it was set 
during the Suez Crisis!)

As a follow-up activity, after you present your information, why not give 
your class a quiz?  Prepare a quiz to see if your class has understood your 

information about the Suez Canal.
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Human/Environment Interactions – 
Poaching

Poaching is a word we use to describe illegal hunting and killing of animals for 
money.  For example, poachers will kill an elephant just to get its tusks, so they 
can sell them for a lot of money as ivory.  The biggest problem is that many 
animals have been hunted almost to extinction because of poaching. 

   

Research poaching in Africa.  Think about these things:

• Why is there poaching?
• Who are the poachers?
• Which animals are affected?
• What punishments are there for poachers in different countries?
• How do game reserves help prevent poaching?
• Which international organizations help protect animals?

Using what you have learned about poaching, create a BOARD GAME about poaching.  
One idea might be to have all your game pieces represent different endangered 
animals, and have them try to reach the game reserve before the poachers catch 
them.  Will they make it safely?  Include all that you know about poaching.  Have fun 
playing!

• What will my board look like?
• Which drawings will I include?
• Will I have special cards that need to be drawn when you land on a certain space?
• Will I use dice, or will I make an endangered animal spinner?

If you are having difficulty, use a favorite
board game as a model.  Here is an 
example you might also want to follow.  
Please design your own board. START

END

game cards(Game 
Reserve)
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Regions - The Nile Valley

Think about the Nile River Valley.  If you began in southern Egypt, at Abu 
Simbel, what would you see as you followed the river northward toward the 

Nile Delta and the Mediterranean Sea?  

Create a Tour of the Nile River Valley project.

Collect information on this region that shows why it is UNIQUE from all others.  For this 
activity, focus on physical features, where people live, human-made structures like the 
Aswan High Dam, ancient ruins and buildings, and vegetation and agriculture.  You 
might also want to include information on the towns and cities you would pass as you 
sailed on the Nile.

Present your findings on a display board, as a booklet, or as a PowerPoint presentation.  
Include as much detail as you can in your display or booklet.  Think about these things 
as you create your display, booklet, or PowerPoint presentation:

a) What will I choose to show?
b) How can I locate illustrations for this display, or will I make my own drawings?
c) Which labels, captions, or charts could I include to show my understanding of the 

endangered animal I have chosen?
d) How will I present my project to my class?

As display board:
a) Include illustrations and captions
 beside all points of interest
b)  Give your work a title
c)  Color your work

As a booklet:
Follow the steps for a display board, except create 
a single page for each unique feature shown.

As PowerPoint presentation:
Follow the steps for the booklet, with one screen display for each unique feature.

The Nile River Valley
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Place - Comparisons

Use a chart like this one to collect information about the two countries you have 
chosen.

Country Physical Vegetation Where People Historical  
Name Characteristics and Animal Live and What Landmarks      
  Species They Do   

          

Create a series of ILLUSTRATED COMPARISON CARDS on 18-inch by 24-inch paper or Bristol 
board.  Create one for each of the columns in your chart.  Here is a brief example:

Add as much detail as you can to each of your four comparison cards.  Display them 
in your classroom.  Instead of drawings, you may choose to use cut out pictures as your 
illustrations.

Africa is a continent of CONTRASTS.  There are hot and dry places, there are 
mountains and valleys, and there are small villages and large cities.   Choose TWO 
countries in Africa.  They may be on opposite coasts (i.e., west coast, east coast), 
or have opposite physical characteristics (i.e., rainforest, desert).  You may choose 
any two countries you wish, as long as they are very DIFFERENT from one another.

Physical Characteristics
 Egypt Congo (Dem. Rep.)

desert sands rainforest 

Nile River Congo River

drawings
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Location – Guess the Country Game

Number of Players: 
• Two, three or four

How to Make Your Game

1. Choose the names of ten African countries, and write one name on each card.

2. On the same side as the name, describe that country’s relative location, using such 
things as other countries, large bodies of water, etc.

You Will Need:
• Ten large recipe cards
• Political map of Africa
• Pencil and paper

Part A

Part B

 This activity is designed to help you develop your skills with location, and your ability 
to use relative location.  Africa has many countries, and each can be described in 
many ways.  Have fun creating a geography game!

How to Play the Game

1. Player A reads aloud a country’s relative location without saying its name.

2. Player B listens to the description, and using the map for help, tries to name the 
country.  Player B can have the description read to him or her only twice.

3. If Player B guesses the correct country, score 10 points.

4. If Player B cannot guess the correct country, lose 5 points.

5. Player B now chooses a card and reads it aloud.  Follow Steps One to Four.

6. Continue until all of the cards have been read.

7. The player with the most points becomes a “Location Expert”.

A Challenge!

Try this same game using ten African cities and their absolute locations.  

Follow the same steps when playing.
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Africa – Regions

2.  Using a dictionary, find the definitions of the following words.

a) region     

b) border   

c) unique    

d) ancient       

1.  A region is an area of land that can be described by the following things:

a) size (large or small)

b) changes over time

c) physical characteristics
   (hills, valleys, rivers, etc.)

d) where, how, and why
     people live there

 Think of your school, pretending that its building, schoolyard, and nearby 
neighborhood is a region.  How would you describe it?  In the box beside each way 
of describing a region, give details about your school.  Your teacher might need to 
help you or share your work with a partner.

NAME: 

...................After You Read
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Africa – Regions

     2.  Think of the regions mentioned in the reading.  Match the region to each of 
its features using arrows.  The first has been done for you.

Nile Valley

a) Flat and grassy area

b) A rich, fertile area on each bank

c) On the border between Kenya 
and Tanzania

d) Ancient Egyptian ruins

e) Game reserves

f) Modern towns and cities

g) River floods each year

h) Crops are raised here

i) World’s longest river

j) Endangered animals

k) A hot, dry desert lies outside the 
fertile area

Serengeti Plains

  

a) The Valley of the Kings is found in Thebes.

b) The Temple at Karnak is in the ancient city of Luxor.

c) Geographers describe a region only by the language spoken 
there.

d) Mount Kilimanjaro is found south of Kenya’s Amboseli National 
Park.

e) The word region is used to describe an area of land.

T  F
T  F
T  F

T  F

T  F

1.  Circle         if the statement is true or         if it is false.  T = True
F = False

T    F 

NAME: 
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Africa – Regions

eographers use the word region to 
describe an area of land.  A region is 
described by the features that make it 

unique, and can be either small or large.  Regions 
are often studied over time to see how they have 
changed.  To understand a region, geographers 
look at a region’s physical characteristics, where, 
how, and why people live in a certain area, and 
by the languages spoken there.  Africa has many 
regions.  

  The Nile Valley is a well-known region in Africa 
because of its long history.  The Nile is the longest river in the world, and has affected 
the lives of people, wildlife, and vegetation for thousands of years.  Along either bank 
of the river is a rich, green, fertile strip of land.  People have raised crops in this area 
for thousands of years, relying on the river to provide the water they need.  Outside 
of this strip is a hot, dry desert.  Along the river are modern towns and cities, as well as 
the ruins of ancient Egyptian society.  In the ancient city of Luxor we find the temple of 
Karnak, and in Thebes we find the Valley of the Kings, known for its mummies of ancient 
pharaohs.  A large dam can be found at Aswan, providing a basin of water that can 
be released when needed.  Further south is the ancient monument of the pharaoh 
Rameses II at Abu Simbel.

G

How has the Nile affected life along its banks?

STOP

 One of Africa’s most famous regions can be found along the border between 
Kenya and Tanzania.  This area is known as the Serengeti Plains.  It is a flat, grassy area 
filled with a variety of wildlife, such as giraffes, elephants, wildebeests, and lions.  The 
Masai Mara National Reserve is one of many game reserves created to preserve 
the endangered animals that live there.  In certain areas, mountains can be seen 
rising far in the distance.  From Kenya’s Amboseli National Park, an area in which the 
endangered black rhinoceros can still be found, visitors can see the snow capped 
peak of Mount Kilimanjaro to the south.
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Africa – Regions
Answer each question with a complete sentence.

  

Research and Extensions

3. Be like a geographer!  Describe the Nile Valley region.

4.  Describe the Serengeti Plains.  What makes this region unique?

5.  The Sahara Desert is a region that is constantly changing.  Sandstorms and winds 
reshape the surface of the sand each day.  However, did you know that the Sahara 
Desert is actually growing larger each and every year?  It is!  Conduct some simple 
research on the Sahara Desert and find answers to these questions:

Why is the Sahara Desert growing larger?
How much does it grow each year?
How has this affected the people who live near the desert?

 After you have collected your information, share it with your class.

6.  Find an example of each of the following types of regions in Africa.  Use a physical or 
vegetation map of Africa to help you.

 Type of region                Found in this country      Name of region (if possible)

  savannah (plains)          

 mountain range           

 valley            

 desert (not the Sahara)          

 Highlight the type of region in the chart that most interests you.  Find out more about 
that region, and create a travel booklet for that area.  What would someone visiting 
that region see?  What would the weather be like?  Give as many details as you can.  
Remember to illustrate your work.
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Crossword Puzzle!

Across
1 Sharing of ideas through speech, 

sign language and printed words

4 Poaching is an example of ____ 
human/environment interactions

6 Many of Africa’s animals are _____ 
species

8 A remote area with few people

9 The Saharah is a _____ in Africa

11 A ____ can be described by the 
languages spoken there

13 Africa is a continent of huge _____

14 Flat, open areas of land covered 
mostly by grasses

Down
1 Africa is the world’s second largest 

_____

2 Movement involving vehicles

3 The ____ _____ is a region known for its 
ancient Egyptian ruins

5 Protected area where animals can live 
free of threats from humans

7 It is difficult to describe Africa’s _____ 
location

10 Africa’s coastal ports provide _____ to 
other continents

12 Africa is linked to _____ at the Panama 
Canal

1

4 5

8

2 3

6 7

9

11

10

13

14

12

5

14

plains 

desert 

game reserve

absolute 

continent 

negative

transportation 

endangered

Asia 

rural

region

communication 

contrasts

Nile Valley

links
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Comprehension Quiz
30

SUBTOTAL:       /14

8

Label the map by doing the following:

1. Show the following features on the map
 by writing the letter on the map in the
 correct location.
    
 a) Atlantic
 b) Europe
 c) Indian Ocean
 d) Atlantic Ocean
 e) Mediterranean Sea

2. Color the prime meridian red and the 
 equator purple.

6

Part A

Part B

T    F 
T  F
T  F
T  F
T  F

Circle         if the statement is true or         if it is false.  

a) Both the prime meridian and the equator pass through Africa.

b) Africa is like a giant island because it is surrounded by water. 

c) People in Africa live in either traditional or more modern ways.   

d) The Suez Canal provides a shortcut from the Indian Ocean to the 
Mediterranean Sea.     

e) Game reserves provide protection for animals from poaching.  
The Aswan High Dam was built to help control the waters of the 
Nile River.

f) Latitude and longitude are used to find a place’s relative location.

g) The word urban describes an area in the country or a remote 
area.

T  F

T  F

T  F

T = True
F = False
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Word Search

hemisphere
Africa
wildlife
region

Serengeti
monument
Abu Simbel

Find all of the words in the Word Search.  Words may be horizontal, vertical, 
or diagonal.  A few may even be backwards!  Look carefully!

camel
continent
rainforest

plains
agriculture

unique
Masai Mara

interaction
poaching

Suez Canal
airports
climate
desert

characteristics

trade
Egypt

endangered
irrigate

elephant
Internet

oxen
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Possible answers:
Provides water for 
people, animals 

and crops

1.

2.

Possible 

answers:

a) Area of land 

that has unique 

characteristics

b) A boundary 

line between 

countries

c) Distinct

d) Very old

Answers will vary

1.

2.

Nile Valley  
b, d, g, h, i, k

Serengeti  
a, c, e, j

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

T

T

F

T

T

Answers may vary; 
Should reflect the 
information from 

question 2

Answers may vary;
Should reflect the 
information from 

question 2

Answers will vary 
depending upon 
resources used

Answers will vary
(i.e. desert: found 
in Namibia and 

Botswana; region’s 
name is Kalahari)

3.

5.

4.

6.

Across:

1. communication

4. negative

6. endangered

8. rural

9. desert

11. region

13. contrasts

14. plains

Down:

1. continent

2. transportation

3. Nile Valley

5. game reserve

7. absolute

10. links

12. Asia
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Africa – Regions

     2.  Think of the regions mentioned in the reading.  Match the region to each of 
its features using arrows.  The first has been done for you.

Nile Valley

a) Flat and grassy area

b) A rich, fertile area on each bank

c) On the border between Kenya 
and Tanzania

d) Ancient Egyptian ruins

e) Game reserves

f) Modern towns and cities

g) River floods each year

h) Crops are raised here

i) World’s longest river

j) Endangered animals

k) A hot, dry desert lies outside the 
fertile area

Serengeti Plains

  

a) The Valley of the Kings is found in Thebes.

b) The Temple at Karnak is in the ancient city of Luxor.

c) Geographers describe a region only by the language spoken 
there.

d) Mount Kilimanjaro is found south of Kenya’s Amboseli National 
Park.

e) The word region is used to describe an area of land.

T  F
T  F
T  F

T  F

T  F

1.  Circle         if the statement is true or         if it is false.  T = True
F = False

T    F 
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